Cyber Protect

Why data backup is so important
to the US Public Sector

The best offense is a good defense when ensuring your data is protected. Adopting a
resilient backup solution that integrates data protection and cybersecurity is the most
foolproof method to defend the US public sector against such attacks and keep critical
operating systems up and running. Performing regular full-image backups and storing
them on-site and a secure off-site location are crucial steps to ensure your organization
recovers quickly. In fact, several compliance frameworks like NIST 800-171, CMMC, and
CJIS require that backups are protected, with offsite being the perfect option.
Cyberattacks are not the only way data is lost or corrupted. And it’s not just the loss
of data; it’s the cost of downtime, database reconstruction, and, in the worst-case
scenario, the impact on your ability to conduct business if the data is unrecoverable.
The US public sector must incorporate a Defense-in-Depth strategy, including the right
backup solution that is highly secure, easy to manage, provides reliable replications,
maintains compliance standards, and has zero impact on performance. Acronis SCS
Cyber Protect is that solution and your organization’s best defense.

Ways organizations lose their data

Hackers, viruses and

Natural disasters

Human error

Software corruption

Power failure

ransomware

Hardware failures

Implement 3-2-1 Rule
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3 copies of backups

2 types of storage media

1 copy off-site

(1 production + 2 backups)

(i.e., disk, tape, etc.)

(to protect against fire, flood,
theft, and other natural disasters)

Legal consequences of data loss

Compliance fines

Lawsuits
Penalties

What to look for in a backup solution?
It should provide maximum ease of use and compatibility across
all the mediums and platforms you need and use.
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When it comes to backup,
Acronis SCS provides two options
There are many ways for your agency to create backups of important data, and you
should use multiple methods to ensure your files are always available when needed.
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Acronis SCS Cyber Protect enables your team to create complete
backups with as few as three mouse clicks. With our award-winning
software, you can choose to backup entire systems or limit backups
to mission-critical data and files.
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In need of an offline and certified backup solution for your
more sensitive environments? Check out our Acronis SCS Cyber
Backup 12.5 Hardened Edition, the first and only full disk image backup
and disaster recovery point solution certified by the DoDIN APL.

If you’re concerned about data loss and looking to minimize your organization’s exposure
to cyberattacks, protect your systems and data no matter what happens.

Request a Demo

acronisscs.com

